October 5, 2011

The Politics of the Uninsured

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase, president of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

Greg Scandlen has written an article called “Hysteria Over the Uninsured.” He unveils the Left’s perennial use of the uninsured rate to push national health care. He says the uninsured rate is the perfect issue for the Left because it will never be solved. And each year it can be converted into a crisis when the Census Bureau issues new numbers.

But the best thing is Greg’s chart showing the rates of uninsured using U.S. Census Bureau data. The rate is stable as a rock. For 15 years, it has essentially been 85% insured and 15% uninsured — even with new government programs.

Most are uninsured for less than 4 months. And how about those with pre-existing conditions? Only 30,000 have joined the Obamacare Pre-existing Condition Insurance Program.

Listen again at healthfreedomminute.net.
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